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PREFACE

This booklet summarizes the status of the ISABEIXE

program. It is backed by over a year of intensive work

since the appearance of the "Cray Book" in May 1974 and

the summary booklet in September 1974. It represents

the work of many people both from within the Laboratory

and from our colleagues in the scientific community.

H 0 T I C E

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United
States Government. Neither the United States nor the Energy Research and
Development Administration, nor any of their employees, nor any of their
contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes any warranty, express
or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advantage of using colliding beams to overcome the relativistic

limitation in achieving the highest center-of-raass energies, rather than

beams from conventional accelerators striking stationary targets, had

been recognized early in accelerator history by Wideroe. The original
2

work at MURA on the stacking of many pulses in each beam was fundamental

for the achievement of adequate luminosity, and laid the foundation for

the design of the CERN ISR which is, at present, the only proton-proton

colliding beam device in operation.

The construction of proton storage rings at the Brookhaven AGS had
4 5

been considered previously ' in response to the recommendation made by

the Ramsey panel. A summer study was held at Brookhaven in 1963 to dis-

cuss the relative merits of accelerators and storage rings- It was con-

cluded that storage rings at AGS energies would be feasible, and a first

parameter list for colliding beams was worked out by Jones. At the same

time he pointed out that storage rings of two or three times the circum-

ference of the ACS could be used to accelerate the stacked protons to

higher energies up to about 100 GeV. Finally, however, a decision was

made not to construct storage rings, because it was thought that they

lacked the versatility of a single proton accelerator of the same equiva-

lent energy.

With the construction of the CERN ISR nearing completion the idea of
9

building storage rings at Brookhaven was revived in 1970 by Blewett. It

soon received the endorsement of the Fitch committee which recommended

that BNL apply its pioneering development work in superconducting magnets

to build two proton intersecting storage accelerating rings to operate in

the neighborhood of 200 GeV. A study group was set up which issued a

Preliminary Design Study11 (the "Gray Book") in 1972.

At Brookhaven the Preliminary Design Study was used as a stimulus for

discussion and debate at a three-week study held in June 1972. It ful-

filled that role and significant new ideas both for machine design changes

and future experimental apparatus and experiments came from the highly

interactive sessions during the summer study. The following two years

were devoted to an intensive effort to crystallize the design of the
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machine, to prove the feasibility of constructing suitable superconducting

magnets, and to optimize the match between the machine parameters and utili-
12-17

zation requirements. In May 1974, the ISABELLE design advanced to a
IS

point where a revised version of the "Gray Book" was published and a pro-

posal was submitted to ERDA for construction funds starting in FY 1976.
To consider various construction proposals facing the funding agencies,

a special HEPAP Subpanel on Now Facilities chaired by V. Weisskopf met at
19

Wood's Hole in June of 1974. In their .-eport that panel recommended

"providing funds in FY 1976 of S3 - 4 million for BNL to complete fabrica-

tion of prototypes of superconducting magnets, with the aim of making a

request for early construction at BNL of a proton-proton colliding beam

facility ('ISABELLE1) with a design luminosity of 1033 cm^sec"1 and a

beam energy of at least 200 GeV."

The Brookhaven staff took great encouragement from these recommenda-

tions and, using available resources, has pushed forward on many fronts

to improve the design. Orbit stability calculations have shown improved

flexibility and reduced sensitivity to magnetic field imperfections by

changing to a configuration with the magnets of the two rings side-by-side

with the beams intersecting in eight symmetric insertions. This new lattice

design permits adjusting the crossing angle and beta function separately in

the various insertions with minimal perturbation of the parameters of the

machine and, hence, should allow a wide range of luminosity and crossing

geometries for a varied experimental program without an excess of machine

tune-up time.

Significant advances are also being made at Brookhaven in the technology

of superconducting magnets. Research and development has continued on the

one-meter long,8«cm coil diameter, circular coil (cos 6) models. The perfor-

mance of the first two of these models, ISA I and ISA II has been extensively

published and, in fact, was the basis for earlier versions of this pro-

posal. These models showed chat magnets with adequate field quality, re-

produclbillty, and upper field limit car be built with techniques suitable

for mass production and can be operated for a number of pulses and thermal

cycles comparable to the life of ISABELLE. Further models in this series

arc being studied to reduce rate-dependent field perturbations. ISA III
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was the extreme case of fully insulated wires in the braid. This model,

indeed, had essentially zero rate-dependent effects, but it was not pos-

sible lo push the field up to the 40 kG required for ISABELLE and this

test was puc aside. ISA IV uses a braid in which each w^re is coated

with Cu-Ni. This higher resistance layer sufficiently decreases the coup-

ling between wires to reduce the rate-dependent effect by about a factor

of 6. With tin? additional factor of about 10 that co-nes from the larger

bore of the full-size ISA magnet and from improved properties of newer

braids (e.g. shorter transposition length) this technique will reduce

the rate-dependent effects to a value easily handled by the correction

system. However, work will continue on braids with higher resistance

solders, or no solder at all, o effect even further reduction in rate-

dependent effects. A full-size (4i-m) ISABELLE model magnet is in an

advanced stage of construction and should resolve many questions about

fabrication procedures. R&D is also continuing on techniques that could

lower costs by reducing the refrigeration requirements or raising the

field (including the possibility of using Nb,Sn). ISABELLE could be built

with magnets like the V,-m model fiat are straightforward extrapolations

L>t ISA IV. Our R&D efforts are directed towards making it better, cheaper

or both.

From ilit point of view of the liiyli energ> physicist, the crucial n.a-

chiiu parameters are the •naximum energy available in the center-o£-mass

(cm.) and the luminosity. ISABELLA provides large increases in both

key parameters, a factor of seven in cm. energy (60 GeV to 400 GeV) and
31 -2 -1

almost two orders of magnitude in luminosity (2 y 10 cm sec to
33 -2 -1 21

10 cm SRC ), as compared to the current ISR parameters. For comparison,
the step in cm. energy in going from the AGS Co FNAL is at most 4, Clearly,

33 -2 -I
a luminosity of 10 cm sec , would not be available at turn-on. However,

y -2 -1
a luminosity of 10 cm sec , seems a value realistically attainable at

an early period of machine operation, but which is still an order of magni-

tude increase with respect to the current ISR luminosity. The availability

of the ACS as a high phase-space density injector provides a crucial and

necessary first clement to attain the desirable high luminosities. Con-

struction of ISABELLE would be a large step, but not beyond the capability

of accelerator technology. It is a fascinating facility from the point of
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view of particle and accelerator physics and technology. For t1>e extreme

versatility* ami the large incursion into new energy nreas, the cost seems

reasonable.

During the past year, new particle ilisci'vcrits have renewed the ix-

citement of high energy physics. ISABELLA represents the vehicle that can

carry us to new frontiers where many questions which are beyond .Mir hori-

zons can be brought into clear view. Such a facility is a must if the

U.S.A. is to keep its position of leadership in this most fundamental science,

- 4 -



I I . THE PHYSICS I'OTENTIAL OF ISA

The ISA will bu able to investigate proton-protun col l i s ions at

center-of-nass energies about an order of magnitude larger than now

available; luminosity (event rate) will be higher by a factor of f i f ty .

It i s the extension of these parameters which is fundamental for the

continued exploration of the strum;, wak, and elentr^magnetic forces

an'l to an eventual understanding uf tin ir multial relationships. The

strong belief of the physics conEiunity that now and crucial discoveries

\jtll be f •rthcomin;.; from experiments at the ISA follows frozi a growing

pool of experimental data fi jwin? from CKistini: lower energy accelerators

cmiplpd '..ith strong thcxrctical predictions basu'J upon tltis data In .!«

past tuj years ioe have experienced two remarkable developments in er.peri-

ratntal particle physics: (1) Neutral currents In the vcaV. interactions

have been discovered and amply verif ied. This discovery emphasizes the

predication of vain-*,*-1 models and stronuly indicates the existence of

charged am! nei'tral vector bosons witli nasses In the ^0 - 100 GeV r.initi1,

a rant;e easi ly accessible with the ISA. (2) The spectacular and total ly

unexpected discovery of the J and . particles points out once a^ain that the

deepest consequences from experimental investiuatl-'ns can be expected to

come from the observation ol unprcdicted phenomena.

In what follows we d i s c ss only a few of the currently most inter-

esting topics for investigation with the TSA; ll'> ee and other experiments

will be stuilied in greater depth <turim; ll'f ISA Stinncr Study, July l->-25,

1975. Clearly, the opening cp of wide, unexplored ranges of ener«y and

cross sec lions Co the observation of new and unpredictcd phenomena is

the greatest incentive for Imlldlni; ISA.

1. Weak Interactions at ISA

The most direct way of testing the underlying theory of weak inter-

actions is to took far the intermediate vector bosons (posit ive, nega-

tive and neutral). The best hope for producing them is with proton-

proton coll iding beams where they can be identified by their leptonic

decay riocYs. The expected masses in any unified theory of weak and

electromagnetic interactions i s of the order of (o/C) : or roughly
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JO - 100 CcV/c" and present f a c i l i t i e s cannot produce siuti massive i>,ir-
-i

t i d e s . The Q*-s plot of Flc,. I , shows the vast new terrain available

at ISA energies. A very large portion of the new kinematic reulon Is

accessible to experiment as can he seen from the cross section estimates

uhiclt follou'. In the folloiviiitt die expected product ion rates and dec.iv

modes are estimated In terns >>f our present dav midersiandlm. . f wall inter-

actions.

1.1 Charged W-product ion

Tile production of W is related !•>• CVC. to the production ,>f e <• or

_ m" pairs of the same mass and the sa:.ie center-of-nass enrrcy. CVC does

not predict Che seni-weak axial current, nor does it relate tlie semi-weal,

current to the isoscalar elect romav:net ic current . A relation *.an there-

fore he written only in the torn of an inequalitv. Define

?„ • Lr;(pp "" H ) + *{pp — M ) + "(pn - W ) + r(pn — M )

then •,
Ccos-6. d .

?w * 4 2 ^ a % . d ^ , ; . v

ŵ •' °-09 < df
e e

where the notation of the constants is standard and <l-/dM Is tlu1 cross

section for the electromagnetic production of a lepton pall1 of mass M, .

This cross section is a lower bound f*c the production of W'u. In the

absence of such data at very tilRh energies it Is observed that the func-

tion S(Q2/s) m n^ (dff/d^) should scale In the limit i.f s,Q" -••• VT.

Therefore, It is possible to use available data at lower energies in order

to t"st the scaling law and then apply It at ISA onorRles to predict

production rates for W-bosons. The a(pp •* W + ...) anc! r:(pn - w + ...)

arc assumed approximately equal. Figure 2 shows the available data

ranging from ACS to FNAL energies. Hie experimental points seem to fall

on a smooth curve for 5.5 *'• s/Q" • 100. The shape cl the curve is very

close Co the expectations of the parton model. The solid curve indicates
22

a parton-model calculation by Pakvasa et al. where the antIquarlt dis-
7/2

tribution is (1 - K) . Hie same model gives an accurate description

of the clectroproduction and neutrino data. It should he noted cha>:
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even for r * 10 cm" the counting rates snould be lar«i> for ISA lumi-

nosities.

Two points should be trade about the data in Fits,. 2i

(i) The data are subject to kinematic cuts in Q̂  (the longitudinal

momentum of the dilepton pair) and a more detailed comparison is desirable.

(ii) Studies of the dependence of the production rates on the antl-

quarl; distributions are crucial, since not all lepton induced experiments

are sensitive to small antiquark distributions.

In Fig. 3, we plot the production cross section subject to the con-

straint that Y = QtfhW* a 0.4. This constraint is satisfied in the

Lederman experiment23 with the J,;- subtracted. A similar constraint with

V & 0.24 (or 0.36) is also satisfied by the FNAL-Columbia-Illinois data.2"1

In the sane figure we plot the parton scaling function for a very dif-
9

ferent antiquark distribution: (1 - x) . For a large range of V} masses

Che production cross section from the two different models are of the

same order at the highest ISA energy,

•)<
The MIT-ENl experiment on the other hand is at Y » 0. Figure 4

shows a double differential cross section together with the experimental

point.

The main conclusions arc: 1) The data from 3 different experiments

seem Co fall on a smooth curve, which suggests that it could be the

scaling limit for the reaction. 2) The curve is very close to the scaling
7/2

curve obtained from the parton model calculation with f.CO » (1 - x)

1
The W must be detected through its leptonic decay modes. The branching

ratio into leptons is expected to be of 0(1). To be specific, in subse-

quent calculations a branching ratio of 1/3 is used. The unique signature

for charged W-production is a peak in the perpendicular momentum of the
*>£ 7/2

produced tnuon (or electron).'" The parton model with f_ " (1 - x) has

been used to calculate Che double differential cross section shown in

Fig. S. Two sharp peaks are shown at ps a 43 and 63 GeV/c corresponding

Co W's of masses 90 and 126 GeV/c , respectively. The smooth curve is

the envelope of the peaks of such curves for different M^'s. The produc-

tion rate at the position of the W is larger than the nonresonant tr.uons

- 8 -
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of the electromagnetic background by a factor of roughly I/a. It is

also evident that at large momentum transfers (p^ R> 60 GeV/c) the cross

section holds up to give measurable counting rates and the sharp (reso-

nant) peak survives providing a unique signature.

The expectations for the production of neutral intermediate vector

bosons are similar to chose for the charged bosons, but with several

distinct differences. In this case, a pair of charged leptons is pro-

duced (u. u or t- e ) and a resonant peak is much easier to detect. Esti-

mates of the production rates depend on the explicit form of the weak

neutral currents and are in general smaller than the corresponding rates

for W*,

At energies considerably below the threshold for the production of

2°'s, one expects to observe effects of a Z° virtual state by means of the
27

neutral currents. These effects will show up in the interference of the

weak and electromagnetic amplitudes. They are expected to be of the order

2
e<Q2)

where Q is the square of the mass of the dilepton pair. To distinguish

the new terms it is necessary to observe (i) charge asymmetries and

(ii) polarization of the final muon. Both of the effects have been studied

extensively in the Weinberg model. The charge asymmetry is defined as

& (qo > 0) ' % (qo " 0)

dT
2

where T <• Q Is and q. the energy of the dilepton pair. Figure 6 shows the

asymmetry for a range of M_'s and Weinberg angles. Charge asymmetries

arising from higher order electromagnetic corrections are estimated to be

small. Estimates for the lepton polarization are shown in Fig. 7.
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ENVELOPE OF PEAKS
FOR DIFFERENT M 'S

10

Fie- 5 The double differential cross section as a function of lepton
transverse momenta
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1.3 Observing Weak Interactions

It is of considerable importance to understand the factors relating

to the question of whether weak interactions uould be observable at the
28

ISA. For this purpose it is assumed that the quark parton model is
29 22

correct. The x distributions of the p and n quarks ' which are used

are derived from deeply inelastic electron scattering (which predict

the neutrino scattering so well) and an x distribution of the antipartons
7/2 -f

[(1 - x) ] which are used to fit the EOT, production of u (Ref. 28, 30)
and e~ pairs, as well as the FNAL pi eduction of _" pairs.

31
With these assumptions the lower limit for the cross section for

intermediate boson production is calculated from pp collisions at a center-

of-raass energy of 400 GeV. The result is plotted on Fig. 8 against dif-

ferent values of the boson mass. On the same graph is given the number

of events per hour in which the muon from the decay of the boson (w -* u~v)

would pass into a 1-stcradian detector. For this purpose the branching

ratio (W - uv/W - all) is taken as 1/3. It is seen that the number of

events is i. lite large for a mass of the order of 60 GeV (100 ev/h) and

still substantial even at 150 GeV (10 ev/h). The events would appear as

a peak in the pa distribution of the muons observed in a u-spectrometer

placed at 90° to the intersection region. The apparatus could be simple

and cheap (Fig. 9) and the backgrounds from the continuum of * u pairs

and from known sources of single muons should be small.

Naturally more sophisticated measurements would follow. Other decay

modes could be studied; the neutral intermediate boson could also be ob-

served, and interference effects between the electromagnetic and weak pro-

duction of the neutral boson might be studied.

If the mass of the boson were higher, then larger solid angle detectors

could be constructed and the mass limit pushed to between 150 and 200 GeV.

There is, of course, the possibility that the intermediate boson does not

exist. Even then weak interactions of the type pp - ev, etc., should still

be observable despite their small cross section [of the order of 10 cm

integrated for (ev) mass above 60 GeV]. In order to study such reactions,

one requires a detector with large solid angle and with the ability to

"observe" the missing neutrino. Such a device (the Impactometer) is sketched

- 13 -
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Fig. 8 The total cross section for W production as a function of the mass
of the W
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Fig. 9 A muon detector for use at ISABELLA
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in Fig. 10, It consists of a central detector covering angles -30 to

+30 and two small angle detectors extending from 2° to 30° in the for-

ward and backward directions. All detectors would consist of some form

of hadron calorimeter with the central detector having in addition an

electron identification capability (provided by suitable subdivisions of

the calorimeter or by transition radiation). The entire calorimeter

would be divided into of the order of 1000 segments, each segment being

of the form of a truncated pyramid facing the intersection region. The

counting rate in any given segment is only of the order of 500 K/c and

easily handled. The calorimeters themselves would probably be in the

form of liquid argon ioniaacion chambers with steel or uranium plates

(with uranium plates the energy resolution of such devices is ± 0.22//E

or 5% for E - 20 GeV).

The trigger for the device would be the observation in the central de-

tector of a single electron with large transverse momentum, e.g. 20 GeV/c.

In a typical event the observed hadrons would have mean transverse momenta

of 300 HeV/c and contribute a net transverse momentum of not more than

1 GeV/c. Thus, with the electron cbserved on one side, the neutrino not

seen on the other and hadrons contributing only a small amount, an im-

balance in px of from 19 - 21 GeV would be observed. The maximum possible

reduction of this imbalance due to unobserved hadrons that pass inside the

2° cones can be calculated for each event. Typically about \ the total

energy would be observed in the calorimeter leaving only 200 GeV of energy

within the 2° cones. The maximum reduction in ths imbalance would then be

200 sin 2° • 6 GeV/c, yielding a large net imbalance that can only arise

from a missing neutrino.

Such a device would have many applications. Besides the above

described ability to observe weak interactions, the electromagnetic inter-

action pp — e e" + hadrons and the strong interaction production of jets

would be observable. At transverse momenta of the order of 30 GeV the

cross sections for these three processes are likely to be of the same order

of magnitude, and their study in such a region could prove one of the most

interesting achievements of the ISA.

- 15 -
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Fig. 10 Sketch of the Irapactometer
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2. Higher Mass Spectroscopy

One of the major developments in the past year has been the dis-

covery of the J and t particles which has led to the strong suggestion

that there exists a new internal quantum number (charm) and that a new

hadron spectroscopy is to be expected uith masses of the order of 2 - 3 CeV

and up. Clearly existing accelerators will be used to map out these new

regions, should they indeed exist. Their importance for the ISA lies in

the fact that they should be relatively easy to produce and will help to

explore somewhat different kinematic regions than the production of

lighter particles.

To estimate the production of charmed particles at ISA we can try

to extrapolate from production data for p and K* at ISR energies and

belou. These are also examples of particles which must be produced in

pairs with their antiparticles. The evidence is, as we would expect,

that they are predominately produced in the central region. The two pro-

tons act essentially as sources for the necessary four momentum. The

form factors associated with all hadronic transitions require small

momentum transfers (t ' 0.1) which, in turn, requires the colliding pro-

tons to be moving very fast to be able to generate any appreciable energy

release in the center-of-mass system.

As would be expected from this argument, but empirically observed

independently of it, the p and K cross sections do indeed seem to r'now

an effective threshold above which they rise rapidly Co a level of lbout
- 34

0.1 tines the i rates. The empirical fits show the "threshold" to be

highe. iir the p than for the K" and are consistent with beins roughly

linear m the mass, as would be expected from the kinematic argument

above. The maximum rapidity kinematically allowed is given by
y • arc cosh[(s) V2m1 for a particle of transverse mass m. The inclu-
max

sivc data seem to indicate that the central region begins 2.5 rapidity

units inside this, and hence the effective "threshold", where the central

region disappears, Is given by

»t - 4m
2e5 , <e • 2.7183)

The result is that we would expect the "threshold" for charmed particles
to be in the region s • 2000 • S000, and the relative abundance in the
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CiMitral region to be of the order of 0,01 - 0.05 times the plon produc-

tion for each member of the fundamental representation.

There is another important aspect of the discovery of the new par-

ticles. The present theoretical picture calls for matter to be con-

structed out of ordinary quarks wich masses of 300 MeV, strange quarks

tilth masses of 500 MeV and now charmed quarks with masses of 1.5 CeV.

There is no particular reason to suppose that this is the last such level

of structure, and there may he new liadrons as yet unspecified, constructed

out of still heavier quarks. Since the mass ratios seem to be increasing,

die ne.\-t ones might well be of order 10 GeV or more; we do not know. At

10 GeV the arguments of the last paragraph suggest a value of s of the

order of 50 000 would l/e needed for appreciable cross sections to be ob-

served. It is true that these states could also be produced at lower en-

er.ios, but we cannot count on it, and therefore the ISA may well he a

-;ooj tool to search for such heavy structures. There should be enough

systematic knowledge of the production of strange pairs and charmed pairs

.ibtained by that point that it would even be possible to set upper limits

•n the existence of sone heavier objects of this nature, since the cross

Sections should be predictable in a relatively model-independent way.

3. Strong Interactions

3.1 Total Cross Sections ant' Elastic Scattering

The aajor interest in these !>asir phenoinenDl0Klc.il quantities remains

associated with the questions of enemy dependence. At present we know

fr.in rseasurenents -it the ISR ' and RIAL that the total proton-proton

cross suction is risin:, the forward diffraction peak is shrinkinc. and

the real p a n of the forward pp artplitude is increasing through aero,

(See Fl,:S. 11 • I*,) In each of these cases the most important question

Is utiethur the observed energy dependence will persist indefinitely as an

asynptotic !>i-!iavlor, or whether it is lr> some sense a local fluctuation

:nc!Ua:ln.: that the re-,;tan above s « 500 (CeV)" involves some new phenomena,

for t::;ir.plo, the production of m-v particles of new configurations of known

p.ltt lcli-5.

T>- establish uhicl'. >£ these Is true. It Is neccsuary to t:::toiul the

energy r.tn,:e as far .is pnsslhle. In order t« t;ivo an indication of the
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Fig. 11 Total cross section data and theoretical curves

(a) Hcndrick et al., Phys. Rev, IIP. 536 (1975) - asymptotic -tns depc dence.
2

(b) Hazur ot al.. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. II 2O, 82 (1975) - asymptotic in s
dependence.

(c) Sidhu and Wang, BNL 19022 - effect of a Pomeron and tvo Pomeron cut in
the Cribov Reggeon calculus. Asymptotic value of 5T(pp) • 65.7 mb.
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Fig. 12 D.itn and theoretical curves on the ratio p of the real to the
imaginary part of the nuclear scattering amplitude In pp Interactions
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accuracy needed, a variety of phenomenological fits to a (Ref. 39)

and r(0) <Ref. 40) with differing asymptotic limits are shown in Figs. 11

to 14. Measurements of accuracies in Che region of 1% tor c and a few
tot

percent for n(0) will be needed to distinguish between, or rule out, such

fits.

The specific point of interest in the measurement of the elastic

slope parameter b is whether it continues to rise, as would be expected

in a Regj'.c type model, or if it stabilizes at a value consistent with a

geometrical description of the proton, which would be expected in models

with point-like constituents. Measurements of the slope parameter, to a

few percent, will probably be needed to settle this,

3.2 Measurements of the Total Cross Section

The measurement of the total cross section is one of the most straight-

forward at conventional accelerators where the transmission method can yield

accuracies of 17. or better. This simple method is, of course, not avail-

able to colliding beam experimenters. Two other methods may provide 17.

measurements:

i) One method used at the ISR is to measure directly the final state

particles. A short interaction rcsion surrounded by detectors as completely

.is is physically possible is needed for this measurement. To minimize the

loss of very small an^lc events, a detector consisting of concentric ring

counters around the proton beam is placed - 50 m from the interaction re-

gion. With a 4-em diame.er beam pipe, the smallest angle detected is

0.5 mrad. This corresponds to a t < • 0.01 (GeV/c) at 200 GeV. Less

than 1 tnb of the total cross section is expected to be lost, which can be

corrected by extrapolating the observed events to 0°, This correction

should contribute •' \% to the error In the total cross section. The limi-

tation of this method is likely to be the absolute knowledge of the lumino-

sity, since the cross section is obtained by dividing the interaction rate

by the luminosity. Determination of the luminosity to 1% can be attained

as the method is Improved and refined. As .1 check it will be possible

to measure the crosj section down to energies low enough to tie in with

measurements made at conventional accelerators.
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ii) A second method is to extrapolate Che differential cross section

to 0° and use the optical theorem. This method is a by-product of the small

angle elastic scattering experiment and as such will certainly be done.

Assumptions about the spin dependence and the real part of the elastic

scattering amplitude have to be made.

3.3 Elastic Scattering Experiments

A two-stage approach to the measurement of differential elastic scat-

tering cross sections at the ISA seems obvious. When the machine first

operates a relatively simple setup will be used to measure the shape of the

forward diffraction peak in the region 0.04 •; |t| -. 1 (GeV/c)2. It will

consist of two hodoscopes to measure the angles o; the two outgoing pro-

tons. Experience at the CERK ISR has shown that there is little nonelastic

background in the diffraction peak region so the selection of collinear

outgoing particles will select elastic events. One will use scintillation

counter hodoscopes, proportional chambers or drift chambers, depending

mainly on the beam-gas background levels. It is reasonable to expect to

place detectors 2 cm from the beam at a position 20 m downstream of the

intersection. Thus a hodoscope 8-cm wide will cover the range from

\t\ = 0.04 (CeV/c) to 1 (CeV/c) . If elements 2-mm wide are used, then

the half-width of one counter corresponds to a range of t varying from

0.005 (GeV/c)2 at |t| « 0.04 to 0.01 (GeV/c)2 at |t| = 1, which is adequate

for studies of the shape of the diffraction peak.

During this early period a relatively simple double-arm magnetic spec-

trometer would be constructed, probably using existing ACS experimental

magnets, for initial studies of the energy dependence of the dip structure

near |t| * 1.5 (GeV/c)2.

Later, as the machine becomes well understood, a special high-3 inter-

section (low luminosity) will be constructed for an experiment that will

cover the wide range 0.001 < |t| ' 1 (CeV/c) , thus including information

on the real part of the nuclear scattering amplitude via Coulomb-nuclear

interference and permitting a very sensitive search for new structure in

the diffraction peak.
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A method for the small angle p-p clastic scattering experiment was
42

discussed in an earlier CRISP report. With recent changes in the ISA

lattice structure and some of the beam parameters, the proposed arrange-

ment for the experiment is modified. A special insertion design predicts

a rms radius of the beam at a low-B point (focus) to be ~ 0.36 mm with a

long term beam position stability of «.- 0.1 ram. These predictions,compared

to earlier figures of ~ 1 mm,will certainly reduce the focal length of

the quadrupoles needed to attain a required angular resolution, i.e.,

shorter length for the experimental setup. A similar design is found in

a preliminary study of a CEFK 400-GeV storage ring facility. The frac-

tional effect of this Coulomb amplitude interference with the nuclear
2

amplitude is maximal at t w - 0.002 (CeV/c) . Therefore the measurement
2

of the cross section should extend the t range down to t « -0,001 (3eV/c)

where n̂e also observes a steep rise of the Coulomb cross section. The upper

end of the t range can be -= -0.3 (GeV/e) , but preferably higher, where

Che contribution of the interference will be reduced by more than two

orders of magnitude.

An important concern in this experiment is the error in the measure-

ment. As a rough estimate, 17, error in the differential cross section will

result in an error in a(= Ref/Imf, f = nuclear amplitude) of 0.02. Al-

though this error is for the value of cr "= 0.2, it is relatively independent

of the value of a. Here tt is assumed that a 17. measurement of the total

cross section will be carried out to determine Imf0 The major source of

the error will be systematic. Due to the relatively steep t dependence of

the p-p elastic scattering cross sections an accurate measurement of the t

value is very important for this experiment.

In order to measure da/dt to 17., then A8 "- 3,5 (*rad for |t| R 0.3 (GeV/c)

and A8 - 1.1 iirad for |tl = 0.002 (GeV/c)2.

A proposed layout of the experiment is shown in Fig, 15. The inter-

action will take place at a beam crossing angle of 11.4 mrad. The beams

are blown up to S = 107 m and f - 143 m so as to obtain beams which are

parr'.lel within an rms angle of 11 trad. The outgoing beams are focused

to a point with a set of quf.drupoles of focal length f ~ 30 m. The quadru-

pole lenses convert the scattering angle 8 to a displacement (v) from the
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SETUP FOR NUCLEAR COULOMB INTERFERENCE MEASUREMENT

INTERSECTION REGION
CROSSING ANCLE a = ll.4mrad
fiH= 107 m
8V- 143 m

v

BEAM RADIUS (rmsl = 0.35mm
DETECTOR AT 5mm —»6min =O.I7mrad

QUADRUPOLE 8 cm DIAM—»ema, =2.6 mrad
QUADRUPOLE 16 cm DIAM--••£„,„ = 5.2 mrati

SCALE

0 10 20m

Fig. 15 Experimental setup for nuclear Coulomb interference measurement
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beam line at the focus according to a relationship v ' f6 regardless of

the exact location within the intersection region at which the interaction

took place. Allowing the detector to be 5 inn from the center of the beam
2

at the focus, t . » -0.0011 (GeV/c) can be obtained for 200 GeV/c opera-

tion. A 16-cm diameter quadrupole, 15 m from Che intersection allows |t|

values up to |t| > 1 (CeV/c) to be covered. This angular acceptance is

particularly important for lower energy measurements. The beam spot size

of ~ 0.35 mm at the focus combined with the detector resolution of ~ 0.35 mm

gives 0.5 mm resolution in the measurement of the displacement, correspond-

ing to an angular resolution of ~ 17 ̂ rad. This angular resolution com-

bined with the beam angle spread is consistent with the angular measurement

accuracy needed to perform the Coulomb interference experiment. In this

detector a set of eight layers of proportional chambers with 1 mm wire

spacing is used to obtain the required resolution. Four such sets will

be needed to surround the beam tube at both downstream foci. Collinearity

of the two outgoing particles in the center-of-mass system will distinguish

the elastic events.

Another intersection region with low-0 (high luminosity) and with a
44

different experimental setup will permit the measurement of the elastic

scattering cross section to values of |t| » 25, above the range so far

studied at the CERK ISR.

3.4 Hadron Production at High Transverse Momenta

One of the first questions that must be asked is what range of trans-

verse momentum (px) can be usefully studied at the ISA. Although the

kinematic limit is 200 GeV/c, it must be anticipated that the cross sec-

tion will become immeasurably small for p± far smaller than this. At the
45

ISR in the CCR experiment, the cross section and luminosity
30 -2 -1

(L « 10 cm sec ) limited p± to about 9 GeV/c although the kinematic

limit is nearly 30 GeV/c. In order to estimate the useful range of pj.

that will be available at the ISA it is necessary to make some assumption

about the magnitude of the cross section for 200 x 200 CeV/c collisions.

At present our best assumption is that the invariant cross section satis-

fies a scaling law:
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where

/s is the center-of-raass (cm.) total energy. This is the form expected

from several different models for the particlp of momentum p and energy

E detected at 90° in the cm. Whether or not such a law is valid is not

known and one of the most important experiments to be done at the ISA

will be to test it by varying the c.m. energy /s and p± over as wide a

range as possible.

There are fits to ISR and FNAL data using these forms with n ranging

from 7 to about 11. The value of n required decreases as Nj decreases and

since the value of x^ at the ISA will be quite small, the smaller value of

n will perhaps be the relevant one. Theoretical models give values as

small as n = 4, but the theoretical situation is presently far from clear.

In order to give an unprejudiced estimate of the v± values attainable,

we have assumed this scaling law for various values of n, used the measured

cross section from the CCR experiment at the ISR for several values of x_[

that may be attainable at the ISA and calculated the cross section for

200 x 200 collisions at the corresponding value of p 1 # These are tabulated

in Table I.

TABLE I

a)

n

4

6

8

10

12

Xj. = 0 .

1.68 x

4.10 x

9.98 X

2.42 x

5.90 x

08 (px = 16

E do7d3p

i o - 3 3
 ( c m

2

i o - 3 5

l o" 3 7 -

ID"3 8

I O " 4 0

GeV/c)

CeV"2/sr)

*
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b) x. = 0.11 (p. = 22 GeV/c)

n

6

8

10

12

c)

n

6

8

10

12

3

3

4

5

7

6

2

8
3

1

.03

.80

.77

.98

.52

= 0

.8 X

.4 y

.8 /

.1 x

.1 X

E da/dV
X 10"34 (cm2

x 10-36

v 10-38

, lo'40

y 10"42

.21 < P j = 42

E da/d3p

GeV*2/sr)

GeV/c)

10"36 (cm2 GeV"2/sr)

lO"38

IO" 4 1

!o-45

From the ISR experience and the high ISA luminosity, it is quite
- 38 2 -2

reasonable to expect to measure cross sections of 10 (cm GeV /sr).
-37 2

(This corresponds to a cross section of about 4 x 10 cm for an appara-

tus with a one steradian and 10% momentum acceptance.) p. values in the

ranw of 20 - 30 CeV/c are reasonable. These tables are shown graphically

in Fig. 16 where E dc/d p is plotted as a function of n for fixed p_.

In order to study the structure of the proton, measurements of high

p. will be essential. Using the uncertainty principle p^ of 20 GeV/c

corresponds to 10 cm. The major problem confronting all experiments

directed at measuring these distances is the smallness of the cross sec-

tion. Inclusive processes, therefore, offer the best hope of studying

interactions with large transverse momenta. The problem of interpreting

the data in i-erms of structure and force laws is naturally quite compli-

cated and at our present level of understanding very model-dependent.

There will obviously be a very great deal of theoretical work over the

next few years prior to ISA experiments, and it is pointless to use the

present models except as an indication of the kinds of measurements to

be done.
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«* il»r -sl:il.-*jtt 24£££ P. • "!WL m-stttttrf s. *» ».?, I$K enfragurir* K. i> O.I ,

«it»tt«- ISA «tttl «*• United it- **w)S*r tfal««*i !Vr it Uf^ttfls !*v, nE«,!i

In F1K'» S?, sfci* trMniian In pt.tiv«! v* p. a: .'it • W . fl* r*f*zK «i s,

tSK c rr«-*)t,;r.iJ» t«> p. •• 16 CvV «•< ;$w«r<r in «..?«*> vi rlaf ('•!-•

f*fl»tifri! r«-;-ii'H 4»<S t?tc j>^t«n;i^I t4r«:«- (>. rr;:|:.-:: *f ISA.

Ttil* U lo;!Ua;.!! in Ft?. !< 4t.>t«c vittt a ;-rcJU-;l.f. ..-f ittr ctr<ir-<»*R>

«:r<-*« *«tal><n tt*$r£ »;-. iwrwutn, #; a!.'" tta?

i : wil l (T v.-ry itiu-rciSto,: "..> »i«- t-,,>v i t -H'5i;*tl>' Vt;»vr*. i» : l * COt
( i t ctnUnuca t.> e>.4<3 4* K, - O, iltc» i l« u-ctt ttxiixn *t f, • 2$

lo .'* • 2C!i >vi'r««p>)»i2ins:!!>' dsit'eatti* i\# cr>-»* «cc:£^» !•>• j f i t ter ,-i

smi t.olo^ <!>iwn l<- ilw IStt t'» • 62) rc>ki,r« I : ;>>< jw<r«- tlsun 10* .

tf v»- ,i»« (hit ftvW, itx- r«-vfm*n »c*tine >«r MtKrlI«*r>)U>«t:<lr point of

vicv appropriatir t.- thU central r««;lvn, U »fr«ii lively tl.al titlt t ra i l

K. reclt'n wilt (!«prnd wrc on ;tiv *tmeiurt> i»f :$w psrslcte

r.filn cltan on cite proton i tself , i . e . , in t!>i- t-rap!t

I'
only t!tv central vertex, dept-nd* tin j>.. I f t i t i* point <<f v-U-u can IHT isr
plcncntcd in detail theoretically, i i wil l i>itiblr us to »i«i!y ilic tltort
distance »tructurc of tuny particle*.

In actvnpting to unravel the proton *trttc:urc, U wi l l alto lie in*

portant to look at p. iwar i t * wixl«iui« value*. In tuny midct* thic rfc»

pend* tcncltlvely on the strviccurv function* of tlic proton. Clearly,

this cannot be done at 90° becautc the cro»» section 1* too (Mall. Rut,
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47
for example, In tin- popular model of Blankenbcrler, Brodsky, and Gunion,

the relevant parameter that needs to bo near to 1 is not x_ in general,

!>:tt

idtetv N. • 2p||/."s. In the table below we show the values of this for

p. • 20 CeV/e (s, • 0.1).

e

90°

60"

20°

IOC

6°

0

0.06
0.27
0.57
0.95

0.1

0.12
0.29
0.58
0.96

There is little information now available on hou the cross section varies

with >:,. It apparently does not change much over the CCR acceptance of

• 30'" around <l0°. It will probably drop as x, increases, and so reduce

the ciaxlnun measurable p.; just how fast it decreases will be an important

ncasurenenc. In the model calculations Some of the elementary processes

involve (! - x) to very high powers and so it may not be necessary to

reach values of % ~- 0.*. (It is this kind of variation that is used to

account for the different values of n observed at FKAL and the ISR.) For

example,

(1 - K ) 5 • 0.08 at x • 0.4.

(1 - s > U • 4 x 10'5 at x - 0.4.

The region that night reasonably be usefully studied is shown in the ac-

conpanyins sketch (Fig. 16). (At AGS energies p_ •• 2 GeV/c, the cross

section drops by two-three orders of magnitude in going from s, • 0 to

x, •- 0.8. A similar drop is seen in - at the ISR for p, * 0.4 CeV/c. A

drop of the same order of magnitude here would cut the maximum px from 27

to about 12, using the CCR curve.)

It must be emphasized that the cross section at large x may fall very

much faster with p. than at x • 0 and so the maximum Pj shown in the

flgurcmtybc an overestimate It will be very important to study this.
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v.ii ions »>f hi;;i; t> pUi-ti.'nic.i r.i>-.,>:»•»ip (i it.ial'i-r •<(' fx|»<rinrnlti

to bf »!.'«<•. TUi-y arc i-.i:.ic.iTSy sin- s;im- .t;i ivc<-;it ISH t-Kprrinettit;.

a) MUK do slit t ivss si-cdi'iiu f.ir tit*? ptvitaeii.in of various iilisils >>l
particles depend iMi p'

fc) ili'U is the -̂ i-X"ii:itt-. h.-|].-incvd? W1i.il is i!:- t!is:i'ii<uii.>n of p.ii-

t ictos o:s :lu- .ip[\>si:i- :;iilrs."

t ) Ai'i* there ids'? Arv {ift'iliicod p.if.icK:; m-iirly copiannr.'

OIK- c u l l ! —Jiko a :;«»i! rK;iaiilin.nl ,•!' ilu- inclusive :sin, l>.- part t•Mi'

spectra nt-.ir 90° with p. - -0 ftfl'/t .it tli«- ISA will: ,:«-m-r;iU.v tin- MUM

type t>( apparatus .is Is vtirvcitUy to itsr at IIK- ISti .uul ACS. For cti.n -.»•«!

particles .1 aancntun analysis CIMII<! iv t!ono almiv. uiili Ct*r<rnk><v c-onntcrs

to dlscimuiisli tlie particU'S proitttcvd. ¥vr IKIIMMIS, scuncntod i'l>»Kl.iss

or Pli-sci«tillati>r sandv:ict> at'iMys to rvasiiro the fiicr^y and pcsJclstii

of eacli plioton could rx-nsmo tile Inclusive " ' cross sect ions . One culri

couple such detectors wish .1 -" nulc ipl lc i ty detector to loot: for rapidity

correlations when tri,:>;ei'i;u: on a particle at lar>:e f . Ttie seared for

jets wil l require .1 more cunplicaced apparatus. A sophisticated detector

for extendim: measurements to the ina>:inuiii p and consequently smallest

cross section is <lescril>ed in "A Proposal for Construction of a I'roton-

Proton Storage Accelerator Faci l i ty , ISADELtE" Hay 197.'., HOT. 18891,

3.5 Multipartlcle Froducdon at Small p.

3.5.1 One-Particle Inclusive Reactions. One-particle inclusive reac-

tions provide a measure of the average behavior of multiparticle production,

which accounts for roughly 80% of ttic pro ton-pro ton total cross sect ion.

At ISABELLE it will be interesting to study all of the inclusive reactions.

p + p - c + X , c - -^.R^.p* ,

as a function of energy and of the longitudinal and transverse momenta of

c. Several aspects of i:hcsc reactions scum to bo of particular signifi-

cance.

Rapidity dependence. The m-'iln thing to look for in the cross

section as a function of rapidity would be an expansion of the central

plateau. At the ISR each fragmentation region covers about two units of

rapidity, so that the length of the central plateau, over which the cross
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sectitm is appiv::inaU'ly coiisiutit, is* ''

:.y - Uy —; - U .
a"

"Oils Kivus

. y • '. at 1SR

. y » 8 at IS.MitXLK

Hie r::p.ntsion of the central plateau will lit interesting In its own ri«ht,

anil il will simplify the interpretation of correlation experiments.

Bnt*ri;v dependence. At llio ISR inclusive cross sections li.-.%'t

been observed tv> sc.ilc' ***

d- 2
H ̂ y* • f(y, .,p") independent of s.

<tJp ' I a"

Uithin the Mtiellcr-Ruucc nuidel' this stalliu1 is understood by assuming
that the Pumeron is a simple Rê Ki- pole. Tills assumption must i>c incorrect

both on experimental " ' and on tlieoretic.il grounds. • Tlie energy

dependence (or lack thereof) of inclusive cross sections at ISABELX.E en-

ergies should thererore be interesting.

54
Behavior near x « 1. In the triplo-Regge model the behavior

of the pp -• pX crosa section near s • 1 is dominated by the criple-Poraeron

Ri-apli. tlic model is certainly oversimplified, but nevertheless the cross

section in this region should give information on the way in uhich Pomcrons

interact.

The main experimental difficulty in studying one-particle inclusive

reactions is to detect high momentum particles at very small angles.

A preliminary design of a spectrometer suitable for studies of high

momentum particles at the ISA lias been made. Two aims arc important; The

separation of pious, kaons and protons (and their antlpartielei) at a mo-

mentum up to about 150 GeV/c and the study of forward going protons up to

200 GeV/c. The •ain problem to face is the difficulty of measuring par-

ticles at small angles whore they stay close to the outgoing beam.

The method is to use septum magnets placed very close to the beam.

Particles produced at small angles are then deflected beyond the main
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SCHEMATIC LAY-OUT OF THE EXPERIMENT

Fig. 19 Experimental setup to measure particles produced at small angles



dtiv.-iisirt.-nra cns'.ruttinn — probably (juadmpolt1 miii;nots, A second sc-t of

dijiolc ruifiu'tu lionil tin- S<-!UCUMI particles Int.'' a specirnneter which

identif ies Llit.- p a n i c l e am! rni-asurt-s i t s norai-ntum. This is shown schemati-

cally in Fift. 19. Tin- ant'lt' of production is selected !>y tlie position of

ti'i- scptim rca-.-tHMs; tin- excitation of the- septum magnets and die steering

na::m-ts deti-rmiiK- tlie nvrHintum transported to tin- spectrometer, whose

na;',iu't.s and Cerenkov counters are set to match. Tilt- steering magnets are

Jipolo nauncis of simple desU;n. Figure 20 shows a septum magnet system

vliicfi will accept particles at i nillicatiians and wi l l deflrct 20t> GcV/c

protons out tn a spectrometer, Viv,, 21. Thus one can reach s « 1.0 nnd

p_ c 0.6 CcV/c. Tills system uses a similar septum magnet design to those

used for injection into the ISA from the ACS. T..0 closest point of the

f ' i s i septum is 2 cm from ilie beam l ine . Free space to the f irst qundru-

pole •'•; assumed to be 30 m.

This i s in no sense an optimum design, and somewhat better performance

probably could be achieved with magnets specially designed for use in a

snall-.in;:lu spectroneter. This example shows that i t i s possible to do the

kind of measurements of inclusive spectra that are of great physical in*

tcrest .

We assume that the spectrometer (Fig. 21) starts s l ight ly downstream

of the f irs t accelerator quadrupolc magnet. As a further boundary condi-

tion a l l heavy equipment wil l be located within the "long" building

(-- • 60 m) while a very inexpensive tunnel (no real crane, no heavy founda-

t ion, basically a 6 - 7 ft s teel pipe'.) wi l l house the long Ccrenkov

counter needed to separate high momentum pions and kaons.

At high momentum,multiple scattering i s negligible so the momentum

resolution of the cystem i s determined by the spatial resolution of the

detectors. For example, with ± 0,5 mm resolution we have fip/p » ± 0.3%.

This i s easi ly achieved with proportional wire chambers; better resolution

can be obtained with drift chambers, if the experiment demands i t . Par-

t i c l e identif ication i s excellent at 150 GeV/c, where the efficiency (for

pions) of the K-r counter i s % 99.5%. At 200 GeV the main intent i s the

study of forward going protons and perhaps pions while the kaon flux is

expected to be very small. If this proves to be the case, the counter wil l
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be set just below the proton threshold and a pion efficiency of PS 99.9%

will be achieved. The accessible kinematic region for such a spectrometer

would be

P|| £ 100 GeV at p., = 0.3 GeV

pj | s 200 GeV at pj, = 0.6 GeV.

3.5.2 Correlations. The very high energies available at ISABELLE

are particularly useful in studying both correlations between particles

in the central region and correlations between a proton near x * 1 and

particles in the missing mass.

In the central region it is useful to distinguish long-range and

short-range correlations. In the Mueller-Regge model short-range corre-

lations are associated with secondary Regge poles, ' while long-range

ones are associated with Pomeron Regge cuts or, more generally, with

any nonfactorizable part of the Pomeron. In models of production ampli-

tudes short-range correlations come from clusters or similar effects.

Dynamical long-range correlations are not well understood, but they can

arise from the production of particles off of multiple chains or from
58 59

absorption. ' Additional long-range correlations are introduced by

energy-momentum conservation, especially near the boundary of phase space.

The Stony Brook-Pisa experiment at the ISR has shown that there is

a substantial short-range correlation in the central region. Since the

size of the central region is limited, it is difficult to separate any

dynamical long-range correlation from the effects of energy-momentum con-

servation. At ISABELLE the length in rapidity of the central region is

about doubled, and the study of any dynamical long-range correlations

would therefore be facilitated.

For a proton near x • 1 Pomeron exchange should dominate. An inclu-

sive reaction involving a proton near x » 1 and another particle in the

missing mass can thus be viewed as a one-particle inclusive reaction for

Pomeron-proton scattering. Such a reaction probes the nature of high-

mass diffraction. In the triple-Regge model Potneron-particle inclusive
2

cross sections at large M should be similar to particle-particle ones at

large s.61
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At ISAEELLE energies one could reach M • 3200 GeV for x - 0.98,

for which the Pomeron should certainly dominate. This is comparable to

the values of a reached at the ISR. If the triple-Rcgge model is at all

correct, there should be a clear central region for particles in the

missing mass. In any event it would be most interesting to explore

Poceron-particLe scattering at such large values oi M .

At least initially correlations would probably be measured at ISABELLE

using a detector which covered almost a iv solid angle, but which measured

only die angles of the produced particles. With such an apparatus rapidi-

ties can be determined approximately using
g

y * - log tan -j ,

although this is valid only for p^ ~~> ra. A preliminary design of such a

detector has been made. It is similar in concept to the detector used

by the Stony Brook-Pisa group at the ISR, and could be used for measure-

ments of the total cross section as in the Stony Brook-Pisa case.

Among the types of correlation experiments that could be done are the

following:

1) Two particle correlations in rapidity, y;

ii) Tuo particle correlations in azimuth, i.

More complicated experiment:* could be done in combination with other spec-

trometer systems which measure momentum and identify a given particle.

However this 4TT detector records charged particles without momentum infor-

mation or particle identification. It consists of a scintillation counter

hodoscope surrounding the crossing region as completely as practical

(Fig. 22). In addition, a second detector level consisting of proportional

wire chambers could provide two-dimensional readout, improved resolution by

a factor 10, and help discriminate against !-rays, showers, etc. First

results could be obtained with only the hodoscopes.

The geometrical arrangement is a simple one vitli all components

fitted on a vacuum system which is a pipe about 50-m long. At the inter-

section the vacuum pipe is 30 cm in diameter. A central detector encloses

it,extending ~ 2.5 m along the beam.
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Fig. 22 Air detector for correlation experiments
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To close off the ends there are three beam-line hodoscupes that are

ring-shaped. These are designated "A", "VI', and "C". They cover suc-

cessively smaller angles, with slight overlap. Detectors "A" and "B" fit

into constrictions in the vacuum pipe; detector "C" goes at the end.

Angle
Detector Position Minimum Maximum

m tnrad mrad
A 2.5 20 70

B 6.25 12 26

C 17.0 2.9 17

In most cases the radial extent of the hodoscopc elements is 1.25 cm,
so the resolution varies from 0.5 to 0,073 mrad. The highest resolution

is at the smallest angle, Keeping counting rates conservative for lumi-
31nosities ~ 10 . Operation uould not be satisfactory at full luminosity.
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III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY

1. Ring Structure

The proton-proton storage accelerator facility proposed consists of

two Intersecting magnet rings located side by side in a common tunnel.

The circumference of each ring is 2960 m or exactly 3-2/3 times the cir-

cumference of the ACS. The configuration is essentially a circle broken

by eight symmetrically placed insertions in which the beams, travelling

in a straight line, are made to cross In their common median plane. Pro-

tons from ttie AGS with kinetic energy of 28.3 GeV will be ejected into the

beau line Which is now feeding the North Area and the 7 ft bubble chamber

and which would be extended to the proposed location of the ISA, shown

in Fig. 23. Die area north of the AGS is reasonably level and the Brook-

haven site provides ample space for future expansion.

The separated function lattice structure initially will have quasi-

eight-fold symmetry. The main portion of the bending is done in 56

regular FODO cells, 7 per octart. A small part of the bending is per*

formed in the 3 modified cells adjacent to the insertion, 1j on each

side. These cells arc the same as the regular bending cells in terms of

their focusing structure. The bending magnets, however, arc arranged so

that the beams begin to converge towards each other heading for the prop-

er collision point. Furthermore, the bending is designed such that the

dispersion function is brought to zero in both inner and outer arc con-

figuration*. The geometry of the insertions, including the 3 adjacent

modified bending cells, is depicted in Fig. 24. The collisions take place

at the insertion center where there is ± 20 m of free space provided for

experimental apparatus. There Is another large free space of almost

30 tn on each side of the center which will to some extent be available

for experimental apparatus. These straight sections will also be used for

equipment needed for various machine functions, in particular, injection,

ejection, rf systems, and special beam diagnostics. In addition, this space

can be used for magnets, allowing the entrance into one of the beam channels

of an electron beam for the electron-proton option (Section VII).

The horizontal separation of the beams before being brought together

Is 75 cm, providing sufficient space to accommodate separate dewars for
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each Individual magnet. On tlie other hand, both rings arc electrically

and magnetically separate, which permits experiments to be performed

with unequal energies and accommodates the antlproton option (Section

VII).

A list of lattice parameters is given In Table II. The p-function

and the horizontal dispersion function arc plotted in Fig. 25. Two

quadrupole doublets on cacli side of the collision point arc required

to match the p-functions to the FODO cells and provide for the necessary

range of 9-values at the collision point. The betatron matching can

only be achieved at one central momentum. For off-momentum particles,

a mismatch results. The primary effect on off-momentum particles is the

tune shiftf However, by applying high order multiplies, primarily »ex-

tupoles, the tune variation with momentum can be removed. Since for

transverse beam stability there must be a residual tune variation with

momentum, i.e. a working line, these multipoles provic"> the necessary

control of its shape. On the other hand, the B-function mismatch cannot

be eliminated. For the case of the standard insertion configuration, i.e.

B™3* » 100 m, we plot in Fig. 26 the variation of g with momentum at the

crossing point. This variation is typical of the variation around the

ring.

TABLE II. Lattice Parameters

Circumference (3-2/3 CAGg)

Insertion length

Regular cell length

Modified cell length

Horizontal separation of orbits

Tune (vh - vy)

Transition energy (vt )

Dipolc field at 200 GcV

Regular cell dipolc length

Max. Quadrupole gradient at 200 GeV

Regular cell quadrupole length

Amplitude function regular cell, ^

Smin
Max. dispersion, X

2960 m

8 > 116 m

56 x 25.4 m

24 x 25.4 m

75 cm

25.63

21.6

39.3 kG

4.11 m effective

6.64 kG/cm

1.16 m effective

42.7 m

7.7 m

1.64 m
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The ISA It designed to allow operation with a symmetry in the

focusing atructurc of "almost" 8. The symmetry breaking which results

from the difference in inner and outer are configurations is insigni-

ficant. Witli our choice of tunes, v. • v • 25.63, "structure" or

"strong" resonances up to order 5 can be avoided. In particular, the

operating region is far removed from structure resonances of order 3

and 4 excited by the chromaticity correcting scxtupolcs. The 5th order

structure resonance (v - -5.6) has been tested by particle tracking and

shows an effect only at an amplitude corresponding to about 4 times the

beam size when situated directly on the resonance. Since the beam-beam

interaction in the standard lattice configuration has a symmetry of 8,

the low order structure resonances (i.e. the even-ordered resonances)

are far removed, the closest being the 10th order at v • 25.6.

As the beans approach the collision point they are converging

towards each other. To obtain the low g-values required at the colli-

sion point, a focusing doublet is required. In order that the two

beams reach separate quadrupolc apertures at the same distance from the

collision point, an optimum condition, quadrupolc designs with beam

separations of about 23 cm are required, this has been accomplished by

using long quadrupolcs with low gradient for which a minimum of both

superconducting coil and iron shielding is needed and by placing the

corresponding quadrupolcs of the two rings in a combined dewar. With

this concept, the standard ISA insertion has a peak vertical B-function of

about 100 m in the focusing quadrupolc doublet.

2. Performance

The basic ISA design is conceived as an extrapolation of the only

existing set of p-p storage rings, the CERN ISR. Drawing upon the ISR

experience, the ISA has been designed so as to have a superior perfor-

mance potential. (1) By accelerating the stack, the ISA provides pp

collisions over a large range of center-of-mass energies, 60 CeV to

400 GeV, as well as allowing independent energy setting in each

beam from 30 GeV to 200 GeV. (2) With its small crossing angle and

low-g characteristics the ISA can reach luminosities two orders of
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33 -2 -1
magnitude higher than the ISR, about 10 era sec . (3) The use of matched

insertions allows the design of a stable lattice ((table over a sufficient

momentum aperture) which has a long magnet-free straight section around the

central collision point. In the standard ISA insertion design, r 20 m can

be used for experimental detection and measurement apparatus.

The operation of the ISA will proceed in phases. Hie initial per-

formance characteristics are given in Table III. Starting from the stan-

dard quadrupole configuration, a small change in the strength of the

vertically defocusing doublet at the entrance to the insertion leads

straightforwardly to the low-B configuration, giving a luminosity of

5 x 10 3 2 cnT2sec at 400 CeV cm. To reach the design luminosity of
33 -2 -1

10 cm sec , large aperture bending magnets as sketched in Fig.27 arc

required to reduce the crossing angle from its standard value of 11.6 mrad

to half this value, S.7 mrad.

TABLE III. ISABELLE Performance

Luminosity
(cm" -sec" *)

Tune shift

Crossing angle
(mrad)

Free space (m)

'' interact ion (">)

?* (m)

6max (™)
Energy (GeV)

Current (A)

Standard

2.6 x

1.7 x

11

* 20

- 0

4

PS 100

200

10

!O 3 2

ID"3

.4

.19

.0

Standard
Low Energy

•IT

1.0 t IOJ"

4.5 y 10'3

11.4

± 20

* 0.50

4.0

= 100

28.5

10

Low-8

5.3 , 1O 3 2

0.9 x 10

11.4

± 20

- 0.19

1.0

=400

200

10

Low-S
Low Energy

1.4 x

3.2 X

11,

- 20

=• 0,

2.

=200

28.

10

1O 3 2

.3

.4

,50

,0

,5

Hi-Luminosity

1.0 >

1.7 x

5,

± 13

t 0,

1.
= 400

200

10

!O 3 3

ID'3

. 7

,38

,0

The initial performance is predicated on the choice of crossing

angle and stack current of 10 A. The significance of these parameters ii

reflected in the beam-beam tune shift which they produce under various
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conditions. Since the beam-Kan tune shift is a neaiure of the beam-beam

interaction and li positively correlated with radiation background in the

experimental areas, It wai deliberately chosen to have a small value.

For example, the lov-3 configuration has Av « 8 x 10 , only about a fac-

tor of 2 larger than at the I5R. However, the nonlinear resonances vhlch

can be expected to produce bean loss,and so background,In a design with

high perlodlclty.such as the ISA, arc odd-ordered ones, and they are ex-

cited by random errors in Che closed orbit positioning at the collision

point*. It Is estimated that,at the tune shift levels proposed for the

ISA, acceptable beam loss rates vill result with orbit control at the

collision points of a few tenths of a ran. With the present design, how-

ever, greater orbit precision could allow a larger tune shift and thus

a luntnoslty larger than the design value.

Future ISA operation calls for a reduction of ring orbit sym-

metry. Hit* phase uould be characterized by the alteration of the

Insertions (I) to allow the introduction of a large spectrometer arrange-

ncnt to study scattering events at snail angles and (2) to allow the

study of small ancle elastic p-p scattering in the Coulomb interference

region up to t value* on the order of 1. Options such as electron-proton

colliding beams and the possibility for the study of dcuteron and anti-

proton physics are outlined In Section VII.

3. 9*am Transfer

A nuabcr of schemes for transferring the 28.5 GeV AGS beam to the

ISA have been studied. The method of energy stacking now used at

the <XtS ISR has been adopted In view of its numerous advantages:

- Operation of the ACS can be optimized for highest transverse phase

space density (Instead of highest Intensity) which is a prerequi-

site to achieving the highest luminosities. The intensity in the

ISA Is then simply built up by a large number of ACS pulses.

• No modifications or additions to the AGS are required. Prior to

ejection the total rf peak voltage In the AGS will be reduced

from 386 kV to approximately 36 kV In order to match Che ACS bunch

shape to the bucket of the ISA stacking system. Existing equipment



for fast ejection of the beam to the North Area would be retained

for the beam transfer to the ISA.

• Aperture requirements are not excessive in spite of additional

needs for injection purposes. In fact, the minimum aperture of

8 cm has been established by the vacuum requirements and the re-

quired aperture, for beam purposes, does match this reasonably

well.

The beam transport equipment from the AGS to the ISA will have con-

ventional magnets since it only needs to be energized during the stacking

process. The ISA stacking if system operates on the same frequency as

the AGS (4.45 MHz) and is designed for a peak voltage of 12 kV. To pre-

vent self-bunching and dilution of the stacked protons the impedance seen

by the beam must be kept low, Z/n < 80 fi. This can be achieved by an

appropriate feedback system for the rf system and careful design of the

vacuum chamber, avoiding discontinuities. The AGS pulse, with its intensity
12 13

reduced to 2.5 X 10 protons in 11 bunches from the nominal 10 value, is

captured directly by the stacking rystem, accelerated, slowly debunched

and deposited into the unbundled stack. The AGS pulse fills only a frac-

tion (&) of the ISA circumference; dilution of the stack is prevented by

designing a stacking rf system with suppressed buckets. The design current
14

of 10 A (for 6.2 x 10 protons) will be reached in about one hour by re-

peating this cycle 250 times or more. Assuming a total longitudinal phase

space dilution of 2 (which according to the CERN ISR experience is not un-

realistic) the momentum spread of the stacked beam will be Ap/p " 0.7%,

and its maximum dimensions in the regular structure 2.0 cm horizontally

and 0.9 cm vertically. The ISA aperture subdivision at 28.5 GeV is shown

in Fig. 28 where a transverse emittance €^ • * " 0.4n urad«m is taken.

Possible limitations of the intensity of the stacked current due to the

pressure bump phenomenon or coherent transverse instabilities (CERN's

brickwall effect ), and the methods to overcome these constraints, have

been studied and found to be manageable. In particular, Landau damping

from a tune spread of about 0.02 will overcome the transverse resistive

wall instability at injection.
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4. Acceleration System

In order to accelerate the stacked beam it will be rebunched by the

acceleration rf system operating at the second harmonic, f * 202 kHz. A

peak rf voltage of 40 kV per ring will be provided by four ferrite-loaded

cavities. The total rf power requirement of this system is 1.24 MW in

both rings. The dynamic impedance seen by the beam will be kept below

Z/n » 30 fj per cavity. Nevertheless it will be necessary to short the

accelerating gaps during the beam stacking procedure in order to satisfy

the impedance criterion for unbundled beams.

Adiabatic rebunching of the beam can, in principle, be accomplished

without phase space dilution or loss of beam. However, scraping will be

employed during this process to remove those particles present in the low

energy tail of the stacked beam. The momentum spread due to bunching can

be kept below 1.6% by programming the rate of energy gain per turn so

that the maximum value of 12.5 keV is not reached until the momentum

has increased by a factor of 1.4. This will increase the acceleration

time to 165 sec from the 120 sec, required for acceleration at maximum

rate.

The choice of the second harmonic should make the beam stable, in
67

first order, against longitudinal bunched beam instabilities. Since

only one of the four accelerating cavities will be needed during the cap-

ture process the remaining three can be kept shorted. The resulting im-

pedance seen by the stacked beam along with the stabilization contribu-

tion of the low energy tail should remove the possibility of self-bunching

before adiabatic capture can take place. Once the beam is bunched, the

remaining cavities can be brought on in a controlled manner. After the

acceleration cycle is completed, the rf is switched off, the cavities

are again shorted, and the resulting debunched beam will retain its final

momentum spread 05 0.46% at 200 GeV).

Even if Landau damping by octupolc fields is ignored, the nominal

machine chromatic1ty will insure stability of the bunched beam against

transverse resistive wall effects up to modes of a very high order.

An estimate of the growth rate of the first unstable mode gives about
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0.5/sec; this modest value can easily be controlled by electronic feed-

back. Diffusion from a repeated crossing of the 5th or higher order

resonance during the acceleration cycle was numerically computed and

found to be inconsequential. Third or 4th order resonances must, however,

be avoided at all times; this is readily achieved by proper choice and

control of the working line.

5* Beam Dump

Because of the high stored energy in the ISA beams (about 20 MJ)

and the high specific density of the beams at 200 GeV (typically 10 A

Within a beam cross section of a feu square millimeters) major dam-

age could be incurred if the beam would exit from the ring vacuum chamber

in an uncontrolled fashion either due to orbit perturbations or due to

beam growth as a result of beam instabilities. For this reason, a fast

protective extraction system will be incorporated capable of extracting

the beam in the time of one orbit, about 10 usec,and directing this beam

to an external beam absorber system which will consist of a sequence of

materials with increasing specific density. The latter part is essential

to prevent "explosive" damage to the dump absorber. In order to improve

the degree of protection of the low-temperature ISA envelope a simple

internal dump system will be added for redundancy. This will make use of

a shorter, medium-density,absorber which in case of failure of the primary

system (and for a worst-case set of parameters) will localize the damage

caused by the beam to an interchangeable absorber section of the machine.

The absorber of the redundant internal dump will also be used as the ab-

sorber element for the beam scraper systems, which are essential in re-

ducing radiation background in the experimental areas and will be used

extensively during the injection and stacking process to achieve the de-

sired high beam density.

The extraction systems will incorporate fast extraction beam kickers,

special magnetic septum units, and small aperture beam bending elements.

Most of the external beam will be in air, but beam detection instrumenta-

tion will be required along the exit trajectory. Additional in-ring beam

detectors will be incorporated to trigger the protective extraction sequence.
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Multiple adjustable target units are required, with associated controls

and computer interface for the beam scraper systems.

6. Magnet System

The ISA magnet system will be superconducting because of the enhanced

performance and reduced electric power consumption possible with this ap-

proach. The use of superconducting magnets obviously necessitates the

generation and maintenance of a low-temperature environment, 4.5 K in the

case of NbTi conductors. The cost increment due to the refrigeration and

liquid helium distribution system is compensated for by reductions in the

construction cost of the shorter tunnel which contains less vacuum equip-

ment and other field-dependent items. In addition there is a significant

saving in the annual operating costs. A program to develop superconducting

magnets for use in accelerators and beam transport lines has been going

on at Brookhaven for over ten years. Superconducting magnet technology

has advanced to the point where the performance of magnets, i.e. their

peak field, field quality, random errors, etc. can be predicted with an

accuracy equal to that for conventional magnets. The experience gained

from the operation of superconducting magnets in the high-intensity pro-

ton beam to the North Area of the AGS indicates that the effects of radia-

tion heating are manageable. Refrigeration systems of the capacity re-

quired have demonstrated their reliability in commercial use.

The superconducting magnet development program directly related to

the ISABELLE project has involved tho construction and testing of several

dipolc magnets of the 1-m long 8-cm coil aperture type. Work Is in pro-

gress on a full-size ISA dipole magnet, 4£-m long with 12-era coll and

8-cra vacuum chamber aperture (Fig. 29); completion of this model is

imminent.69

The lattice design requires dipoles capable of operating at 40 kG

for an energy of 200 GeV. Stability of the magnets, with the absence of

premature quenching (transition to the normal state) or training effects

(higher fields can be reached only after repeated quenching), is essential
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in Che practical application ri superconducting magnets. The first two

magnets in the one-meter ;;<uies, ISA I and II,were built to establish

the r-producibilicy of riie construction technique. In these magnets,

the first quench occurre, at 41 and 37.5 kG respectively with subsequent

training to 45 and 43 kr. Short-sample critical current was reached in

both magnets, t?;e difference in peak field reflecting slight differences

in the conductor used. Xhe best operating characteristics were achieved

with the ISA IV dipole. This magnet was intended to be a test vehicle

of Improvements to be incorporated in the full-size ISA model. The

braided conduccor uses filamentary superconducting wires with a high-

resistance cupro-nlck<i jacket to reduce rate-dependent effects and in-

dium-lead filler for mechanical and thermal stability. Short sample

critical current of the conductor was higher than that of previous models

and construction was improved by honing the bore of the iron core. This

magnet quenched the first time at 44 kG and readied a peak field of 45 kG

at 4.6 K. The ISA magnets are operationally safe, having a high capacity

to sustain quenches vilthout self-destruction. This desirable feature is

a result of the single-layer design which provides tight thermal coupling

between turns.

Deviations from the required field configuration must be avoided at

all field levels encountered during operation (6 kC to 40 kG). Errors,

which are the sane from magnet to magnet, may be introduced by the con-

ductor arrangement, by the construction of the coll ends, by iron satura-

tion effects, by dianagnctlc effects in the superconductor Itself, and by

rate dependent Induced currents. To achieve complete control over the beam

it is necessary that the magnetic field shape be accurate to within a few

parts in 10 over the aperture of the vacuum chamber (6-cm diameter

which represents 2/3 of the magnet coil aperture). The magnetic field

is completely described by a median plane polynomial expansion,

B - B^.l + £ >>nx
n), where Che coefficients b^.bg, etc. arc referred

to as quadrupole, sextupole, etc. terms. The imiltipole terms caused by

iron saturation and magnetization are field-dependent; the variation of

the scxtupole term with field is shown In Fig. 30 for Illustration. The
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results from the various models Indicate that an added sextupole tuning

coll effectively compensates the Important systematic magnet errors.

Additional tuning coils are provided to adjust the machine working line

in the presence of space charge and other systematic effects. Field

deviations caused by induced currents in the wide conductor during ac-

celeration have been studied extensively on ISA II and IV as well as in

a special apparatus to measure the conductor magnetization.70 The obser-

vations are in good agreement with theory which predicts a sextupole

term change Ab2 ~ 4 x 10"
4/cm2 at B - 300 G/sec for the 4%-m ISA model.

This should be correctable without particular difficulty. In fact, a

system for controlling systematic nonlinear effects, Including rate de-

pendence, of the magnitude expected in the ISA Is presently in operation

at FNAL. Further models in the one-meter series are being constructed

to test conductor improvements which should reduce the induced sextupole

term by two orders of magnitude.

Random trrors, or deviations from magnet to magnet, are caused by

the fabrication tolerances in the positioning of the Individual conductors

and in the concentricity of the coils in the iron shield. Closed orbit

deviations, gradient errors, and imperfection stopbands are caused by ran-

dom errors. The required reproducibility in the dipole fields is
• 4 -3

AB/B £ 5 x 10 rms and in the quadrupole gradients is AG/G = 1 0 rms.

Estimates of the permissible random field errors indicate that tolerances

on the conductor position £ SO y,m rms are required. Measurement results

are conveniently expressed in terms of the out-of-phase multipole terns, a ,

which are defined by way of the radial field on the median plane. Random

fabrication errors result in equal |an| and |bn| values. In the magnets
under discussion all a 's and odd numbered b '§ should vanish because ofn n
symmetry. The magnitude of the out-of-phase terms therefore provides a

direct indication of how well position tolerances have been achieved.

Table IV lists the results for ISA I, II and IV which are compared with

predictions based on SO itm rms position tolerances. The full-size ISA

magnet will have smaller random errors because of Its larger aperture.

It is seen that the measured random errors are consistent with expectations,

except for the quadrupole term which is due to the nonconcentricity of the

entire coll in the iron shield. The assembly technique for the 4% model

will be Improved to give more accurate centering. Although Imperfection
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resonances arc not expected to play a role in the standard ISA configu-

ration it is considered prudent in view of possible future needs to in-

stall multipurpose correction windings. These will be capable of compen-

sating random field errors up to the decapole component.

TABLE IV. Magnet Random Errors
cos

26

39

55

76

"I1

lAbjl

Ia2l
ia4!

ISA I

6

3.5
0.9
0.2
0.5
7

24

3.7
1.1
0.1
0.5
7

40

5.4
0.7
0.1
1.4
4

ISA II

6

0.9
2.7
0.1
0.4
11

24

2.0
2.2
0.1
0.4
4

40

0.2
2.5
0.0
0.8
4

ISA IV

6

1.6
2.0
U.21
2.1
8

24

1.4
1.8
0.20
1.9
8

40

1.3
1.7
0.23
1.2
8

Theory

50 un
rtns

1.1

0.3
2.6
19

Units

kG

x 10"*/cn

x 10*4/cn>2

x 10"6/cm*

x 10"8/cm6

The reliability of superconducting magnets, that i», the absence

of change* over long operating period* or chcnge* due to thermal cycling,

hat been examined for the one meter model* ISA I and II after 5000 pulses,

simulating 10 years of normal ISA operation; no detectable changes were

observed in the harmonic coefficient*.

The effect* of radiation on the material* uied In the magnet con-

struction have been considered. The critical current density of NbTl is

72
essentially unaffected by particle fluxes up to 10 /cm so that it is

unlikely that the superconductor will be degraded In normal operation.

Epoxy-Impregnated fiberglass which la relatively insensitive to radiation

damage is used almost exclusively in the winding*. The resistance ratio

of the copper matrix in the superconducting wire may be reduced by radia-

tion, but only by level* well above those to be expected around th* ISA.

Quenches may be Initiated by localized heating from beam spills, but ex-

perience with the 8° bending magnet has demonstrated that a properly

cooled magnet Is able to operate In a controlled radiation environment.

An accidental beam spill of the entire stored beam would present a serious

problem for superconducting and normal nagnets alike. It can be pointed

out here that bean spills are most likely to occur during beam transfer

which, in the ISA, is done at the relatively low field of 5.6 kG. Here

the temperature reserve of the superconductor against quenching is

greatest, resulting in a tolerable proton fltix about 200 times higher thsn

at full field.
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Hie recent literature on superconducting accelerator magnets shows

that a number of different magnet designs can be made to operate with some

success. At Brookhaven two alternate styles, the window-frame and the

cosine 6 magnets, have been investigated. ' It is anticipated that the

ISA magnet will be of the cosine configuration and closely resemble the

4^-m model, the details of which are described below. It is well known

that a pure dipole field is produced by colls located about a circle with

a coaine S current density distribution. In the actual construction, the

ideal current distribution is approximated by six current blocks per

quadrant, containing 19, 18, 16, 13, 9 and S turns respectively (Fig. 31).

Ihe conductors arc spread over their respective block areas by inserting

inert stainless steel braids in order to minimize the peal; field (the

two-dimensional peak is 4.57., the peak at the ends is 6% higher than the

central field), Exact positioning of the blocks is determined in such a

way as to suppress the six lowest harmonics. The current blocks arc built

up with a single layer of wide flat braid (bare dimensions about

1.66 cm x 0.064 cm). The braid is composed of 97 twisted composite wires,

0.3 mm in diameter, each containing S17 superconducting NbTi filaments of

8-y.ra diameter. The braid is fully locked and has a transposition length

of about 11 cm and a packing density of 72%, The 4fc-m model requires

90 kg of superconducting wire or a total of 1400 m of braid. The braid

is filled with indium- 7 wt7. lead filler to give mechanical rigidity and

electrical stability. The wires in the braid have a 0.01 mm thick

Cu- 10 ut% Nl Jacket to increase the coupling resistance between wires and

decrease eddy current effects. The iron core tightly surrounds the coll

and, as an integral part of the construction, must also be at liquid helium

temperature (Fig. 29). The physical length of the dipole is 4.30 m, its

weight about 5000 kg. The inner diameter of the coll is 12 cm, the outer

diameter of the iron Is 43 cm and the stored energy per dipole is 465 kj

at 40 kc. Since the vacuum chamber is warm, adequate thermal insulation

must be Installed between the vacuum chamber and the magnet coil. Special

requirements on this insulation are established by the need for outgassing

the vacuum chamber at 200°C.

Each magnet of the inner and outer ring will be contained in its own

dewar (Fig. 32). The arrangement of dipole and quadrupole dewars in a
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Fig. 30. Variation of sextupole term with magnetic field. Use of low
carbon steel In ISA IV Is the reason for the smaller satura-
tion effects.
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rig. 31. Conductor arrangement In full-size ISA model.
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regular half cell is shown in Fig. 33. This configuration has the ad-

vantage that all vacuum joints arc directly accessible for leak tests at

room temperature and that the position of each magnet is separately ad-

justable. It may, however, lead to higher heat loads unless special

precautions are taken. Heat loads from current leads Hill be minimized

by having cold connections between all dipoles of each octant. In this

arrangement, the current in the dipoles can be chosen to meet other condi-

tions. In the ISA dipole 3.5 kA at full field was selected so as to keep

voltages induced during a quench within tolerable bounds. How.ver, for

the purpose of magnet protection during a quench, it is necessary to

provide, from every other dipole, current leads which are connected to

shunting diodes. Since these leads are not required to operate con-

tinuously, they can be designed for lower current carrying capacity (here

1000 A). The quadrupoles will be designed for a current of 1 kA at the

highest gradient of 6.6 kG/cm. Simplifications of the dewar system are

under study which would integrate core and dewar design and eliminate the

helium vessel.

The ISA design calls for 40 kG superconducting magnets. This choice

is based on the present-day availability of NbTi filamentary supercon-

ducting wires from commercial sources in the United States and the ex-

perience with magnet models at Brookhaven and at other laboratories. It

is conceivable that improvements of magnet design and construction tech-

niques will result in magnets which can be operated reliably at 60 kG and

which would permit operation at energies up to 300 GeV. The reduced cur-

rent carrying capability (67%) of NbTi at 60 kG results in a larger super-

conductor requirement and thus increased cost. But, since the supercon-

ducting material represents a small fraction of the total magnet cost, the

price tncreaie for 60 kG is not significant when compared to the total

cost of the project. Work is in progress to test concepts for 60 kG mag-

nets. The prospects for early development of new superconducting materials,

such as Nb-Sn or V,Ga are encouraging. These materials would have an im-

pact on the ISA design in two ways. First, their high critical tempera-

ture (18 K in the case of Nb-Sn versus 9.5 for NbTi) makes operation at

temperatures in the range from 8 - 9 K possible, resulting in a substantial

reduction in electric power consumption of the refrigeration system.
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Second, the critical current of these materials is higher by an order of

magnitude, considerably simplifying the design of 60 kC magnets. Fila-

mentary Nb,Sn wires are just becoming available commercially in the U.S.

but are not yet in a form suitable for accelerator magnet fabrication.

A diffusion technique has been developed at Brookhaven with which con-

ductor samples have been produced. The results have been sufficiently

encouraging to start construction of a one-meter long dipole model, (ISA VII)

using this material. This unit will be tested in the fall of 1975.

7. Refrigeration System

All components of the refrigeration system required to generate the

cold environment for the superconducting magnets are conventional as to

their design, which is similar to that used in large helium liquefiers in

gas fields. Thoir sizes are comparable to the industrial liquid nitrogen

or natural gas liquefiers which have an established record of reliability.

The operating temperature of the superconducting NbTi magnets is speci-

fied at -' 4.5 K which can only be achieved by use of fluid helium. Some

consideration has been given to the optimum choice of the operating
74

temperature. Earlier studies of the GESSS (General European Supercon-

ducting Synchrotron Study) group seemed to favor lower temperatures,down

to 3.5 K. Our analysis showed, however, that the greater cost and com-

plexity of a refrigeration system designed for subatmospheric pressure

does not seem to be commensurate with the gains made possible in the mag-

netic design. Furthermore, operation at lower temperatures increases

the electric power consumption thus providing a compelling argument for

temperatures at or above 4,2 K.

Xlie refrigeration system of the ISA must function in a variety of

situations: normal operation, cooldown, bake-out of vacuum chamber, etc.

The system's requirements are set by the normal operating condition with

all magnets excited to full field. The total accelerator heat load is,

in this case, about 26 kW, of which only 15% represents excitation-depen-

dent olimic losses. The total refrigerator capacity of 30 kW is provided

by a system consisting of a central, eight-unit, four-stage compressor

station and eight 3.7 kW refrigerator cold boxes which are installed close
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to each octant. The refrigerator units are designed with four expansion

engines, with the final expansion employing either a wet engine or a

Joule-Thompson (J-T) valve. The electric power requirements at the com-

pressor motor are 12,4 MW with J-T valves or 9.8 MW if wet engines are

used. Since available information about the reliability of wet engines

is insufficient, it is planned to install a parallel J-T valve which

could be put into operation if the wet engine fails. For greatest opera-

tional simplicity the refrigeration system is designed entirely without

liquid nitrogen usage. A total of 100 000 liters of liquid helium is

contained in the filled dewars of the ISA. It will be possible to cool

and fill the entire ISA in less Chan 1 week.

The response of the refrigeration system to a number of faults has

been analyzed in detail and precautions to prevent possible loss of re-

frigerant have been incorporated into the design:

- The quench of a single magnet may lead to a quenching of all

cryogenically coupled magnets in one half-cell. The release of

the 0.9 MJ during the quench will result in the evaporation of

400 liters of liquid helium which will be vented into a low-

pressure buffer device. The dewars will be refilled and ready

for operation after about k hour.

- Shutdown of one of the 8 refrigerator units can be tolerated

during normal operation of the ISA, since the system was sized

so that 7 units are adequate to carry the full load. The

helium distribution system is interconnected around the entire

ring, and the computer control system will assure equal loads in

the refrigerator units.

- Unscheduled loss of electric power would cause transfer of the

liquid helium to liquid storage vessels by pressure build-up

in the dewars. A loss of 157. of the helium must be expected if

the electric power remains off for longer than 10 hours. By pro-

viding an emergency, diesel-powered, compressor this loss of re-

frigerant can be prevented.

- The worst fault would occur if the protective beam dump fails

and the beam, with its 20 MJ energy, is spilled into the magnets.



This might evaporate, in a short time, as much as 10% of the liquid

helium which could not be recovered,

8. Vacuum System

The density of residual gas molecules In proton storage rings must be

lower, by several orders of magnitude, than that in conventional accelera-

tors. This is necessary in order to reduce beam loss and the accompanying

radiation background in the experimental areas caused by nuclear scattering.

The design, therefore, calls for a pressure of 10* Torr in the lattice

sections of the ring and, if possible, lover than this in the experimental

insertions. At these pressures the beam loss from gas scattering is smaller

than 1 ppm/min and the total background in the experimental straight sec-

tions is estimated to be about 2 x 10 particles per second for a circula-

ting current of 10 A. Beam growth due to multiple Coulomb scattering is

expected to be negligible at the operating pressures. At 10 Torr it

is still necessary to prevent the beam from becoming neutralized, chat is,

to prevent the trapping of the electrons and negative ions produced by the

beam-gas collisions. This beam clearing will be achieved in the ISA by a

system of clearing electrodes placed at regular intervals around the ring.

The average ratio of trapped electrons to circulating protons is calculated
-4

to be about 3 x 10 at full beam current. With such a degree of neutra-

lization the changes in betatron tune are small, about 1 to 2 y. 10

Experience with the CERN ISR has shown that the most serious limita-

tion on current is set by the beam induced pressure rise, or "pressure bump

phenomenon". Qualitatively, this effect is caused by ionized residual

gas molecules being propelled by the electric fiel'J of the beam against

the vacuum chamber vail and liberating adsorbed molecules in sufficient

quantity to increase the gas pressure. At a certain value of current,

I . , the pressure rise leads, avalanche-like, to a local pressure peak

and the destruction of the beam. For the geometry of the ISA vacuum sys-

tem (8-cm i.d. circular vacuum chamber, S-m distance between pumps, each

with 500 {./sec pumping speed), the theory predicts the product

Til , s 30 A. The desorption coefficient T\ (defined as the number of

released molecules per Incident ion), characteristic of the chamber wall,

depends on the material surface preparation, and bake-out temperature, as well
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as the K J S S and energy of the bombarding ions. Recent measurements of this

coefficient for aluminum samples, initially vapor-dogroased and then baked

out to 300°C, have yielded values of V < 3 when these samples were bom-

barded by 2 kcV N, ions. In the ISA whore the residual ?,as will be

predominantly H, and the beam to wall potential is 1 kV, a dosorption co-

efficient of less than 3 is, therefore, to be expected. The current limit

will then be greater than 10 A. It should be mentioned here that the use

of a vacuum chamber operating at liquid helium temperature had been con-

sidered but abandoned in view of experiment* indicating desorption co-

efficients of several thousand and other practical engineering considera-

tions. Experiments to simulate the pressure bump effect are in progress.

These should not only verify the criteria used in the vacuum system design,

but also provide a more fundamental understanding of the desorption pro-

cess.

The vacuum chamber material will be aluminum alloy Al 6061. Exten-

sive surface treatment and outgassing tests have been made on pipes of this

alloy. It has been found that a surface treatment consisting of chemical

polishing and a glow-discharge cleaning in argon and oxygen followed by

200°C bake-out results in a surface with an outgassing rate (997. H,) of
1 / "5 1

1 x 10 Torr liter cm""sec" , which is below the design requirement to

obtain the operating pressure of 10* Torr, The good electrical con-

ductivity of aluminum is an asset,reducing the resistive wall instabili-

ties. The good thermal conductivity also simplifies the necessary bake-

out equipment. In addition, Al 6061 is easily machinable and relatively

inexpensive as compared with stainless steel.

The pumping is provided by conventional Ti-sublimation pumps and

ion-sputter pumps for nongcttcrable gases. The dewar construction pro-

vides direct access to all vacuum joints and pumps. The result is essen-

tially a "conventional" ultrahigh vacuum system.

9. Magnet Power Supply

The demands on the magnet power supply are modest as a result

of the slow acceleration cycle, the total energy stored in the bending

magnets of each ring is about 125 MJ. Therefore, a 2 HVA rated power supply

is adequate. With the peak dipolc current of 3.5 kA, the required power
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supply voltage 1* about 600 V. These are Ideal parameters for solid state

rectifiers-Inverters. The power supply will be a six-phase SCR system in-

cluding a passive inductance-capacitance filter to reduce the ripple to

the required &I/I s 10"6.

The large total stored energy In (lie bending magnets makes it im-

portant to include fault protection in case of a magnet quench. For this

purpose shunting power diodes will be Included across pairs of dipolcs in

a half call. Under normal magnet operating conditions the voltage opera-

ting points of the diodes are below their current conduction threshold,

but if a quench occurs, the diodes will provide a conduction path to dis-

charge the stored energy in the magnet.

The quadrupoles, sextupolcs and correction element windings, and the
magnets in the experimental insertions, will be supplied by similar power
supplies at much lower power levels.

10. Control and Monitoring System

It is planned to operate the whole ISA-AGS accelerator complex from

a central control center. This maximizes the information interchange

between the two accelerator systems and minimizes the operating crew

required. The various functions encountered in the operation of the ma-

chines, such as data collection, analysis and display, beam monitoring,

or execution of operator Instructions, will be carried out by a computer-

based control system. If computers are considered as integral parts of

the control system from the inception, a powerful system of great flex-

ibility at relurively moderate cost will rosuLt.

Basically the ISA will bo controlled and monitored by n network of

computer subsystems, each containing at least one progiamnnblc processor.

At least three types of subsystems will exist:

- Control subsystems, which uill execute control procedures. They

will he physically distributed throughout the ring and connected

to the machine electronics such as power supplies.
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- Manipulation subsystems, such as the subsystems supporting the

numerous monitor displays, will be used to organize data, pro-

cedures and commands given to the system by operators and ex-

perimenters as well as data submitted from the system to the

operator and experimenter.

Database subsystems will manage records containing the complete

status of the ISA in real time. The subsystem will be connected

via a long distance communication subsystem.

It is presently estimated that the system will include approximately 30

control subsystems, 2 database subsystems and 2 manipulation subsystems.

11. ISA Shielding

Many of the considerations regarding the shielding requirements of

conventional accelerators are equally applicable to storage rings. The

basic requirements are that points beyond the laboratory boundary never

accumulate an annual dose in excess of 1 mrcm and that persons working in

the XSABELLE area not receive a dose exceeding 100 mrem per week of normal

operation or in one uncontrolled loss of beam of up to 10 protons. Fur-

thermore, machine components must not be damaged in such a case. During

normal operation the beam will be dumped in a controlled fashion into a

beam stop. Approximately 6 m of earth above the tunnel meets radiation

requirements with a conservative margin, provided some additional shielding

Is provided in the beam stop area and in the tangent direction in the plane

of the rings, where muons tend to emerge. Special provisions may be nec-

essary around experimental halls as dictated by the needs of individual

experiments.
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IV. PHYSICAL PLANT

1. Location of ISA

The location of the ISA on the Brookhaven site, shown in Fig, 23

was selected by considering the AGS beam availability, the topography

and water table elevation of the terrain, and the cost of extending ex-

isting utilities and rood networks to the ISA.

2. Magnet and Beam Transfer Enclosures

A cross section of the magnet enclosure is shown in Fig. 34 „ The

enclosure, which has a total length of 2960 m, will be made of multiplate

steel arch 4.2-m wide and 3-m high. This will be covered with 6 m of

sand for radiation shielding, but will be designed to permit an increase

to 9 m if necessary. Access to the enclosure will be from the experi-

mental halls.

Based on experience with the AGS, which showed that the soil of the
2

proposed ISA site can easily support loading to 80 000 kg/m , a simple

slab foundation for the ring magnets will be entirely satisfactory.

The beam transfer enclosure will consist of steel multiplate or pre-

cast concrete arches 2.5-m wide by 2.5-ra high, covered by 3 m of sand for

radiation shielding. There will be 900-m length required for the two

branches.

3. Experimental Halls

At each of Che eight intersection regions there will be a hall pro-

viding space for experimental activities. The halls will be different

in size and shape to accommodate different experimental requirements and

arc shown in Fig. 35.

The two lepton halls will each have 684 m of space, and are 38-m

long, 18-ra wide, and 15-m high. Each hall will have an overhead crane

of 40 tons capacity.

2
The two small angle halls will each have 784 m of floor space, 98-ra

long, 8-m wide, and 8-ra high. They will have overhead cranes of 10 tons

capacity.
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Fig. 35. Experimental h a l l s .
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2
The two hadron halls will each have 926 m of floor space. The

central section will be 25-m long, 14-m wide, and 15-m high serviced by

a 40 ton crane. There will be an extension on either side, 38-m long,

8-m wide, and 8-n high with 10 ton crane coverage.

The hadron spectrometer hall has the same dimensions and crane cover-
age as the hadron halls.

2
The ejection hall of 375 m area will be 61-m long, 6-m wide, and

3-m high.

The construction of the halls will be largely the same except for

access from the outdoor grade. Slabs, wall, and roof will be of rein-

forced concrete capable of supporting 9 m of earth fill for radiation

shielding. Entry to the halls will be through shielding doors from a

ramp or crane covered pit depending on the adjacent grade. The ejection

hall will be entered from the magnet enclosure on either end. Esch hall,
2

except the ejection hall will have a 100 m building for utilities and
support of the experimental area with an adjacent deck area of about
2000 ra2.

It Is intended that the experimental halls be completed as soon as

possible after construction starts to be used for working space to assemble

and test machine components for the ISA.

A. Auxiliary Buildings
2

A 2-story 1850 ra service building will be constructed near the center
of the magnet enclosure. It will house a mechanical assembly area with an

overhead traveling crane of 10 tons capacity, a technician's shop, stock-

room, equipment area and laboratories on the first floor. Office space,

naln control room, computer room and an electronics laboratory will be

located on the second floor.

An 1100 ra compressor building will be constructed adjacent to the

69 kV switchyard In the center of the ring. It will house eight large

helium compressors, vacuum pumps, switchgear, and gas system control appa-

ratus, and have a small operations office and maintenance area. There

will be a 10 ton overhead crane to service the compressor units.
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Eight 40 n buildings will be located around the Inside perimeter

of the ring. These will serve at control and equipment bulldingi adja-

cent to cold boxes and liquid helium dewars.

V. LIST OF MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE ISA

The nain parameters of the ISA as described above have been summa-

rized In the following table.
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TABLE V. Main ISA Parameters

ENERGY

Maximum energy

Equivalent accelerator

LATTICE

Circumference (3-2/3 x C.-,,.)

Insertion length

Regular cell length

Modified cell length

Horizontal separation of orbits

Distance between magnets D-D

Distance between magnets D-Q

Tune (vh " vy)

Transition energy (v )

Amplitude function regular cell, 3

a
"min

Maximum dispersion, X

STANDARD EXPERIMENTAL INSERTIONS

(Horizontal crossing, adjustable parameters)

3*

eft
Maximum S

Total free space around crossing point

Crossing angle

Interaction length

MAGNET SYSTEM

Bending field at 200 CcV

at 28.5 CeV

Number of dipoles/ring

Regular dlpolc length magnetic

physical

Peak current in dlpolc

Stored energy 0 40 kC/dlpole

Vacuum chamber aperture (warm bore)

Main coil i.d.

Operating temperature

Number of quadrupoles/ring

200 x 200 GeV

86 Tc-V

2960 m

8 x 116 tn

56 x 25.40 m

24 X 25.40 ra

0.75 m

0.90 m

1.0 m

25.63
21.6

42.7 m

7.7 m

1.64 m

4 (1) m
20 ra

100 (400) m

40 m

11.4 mrad

< l i

39.3 kG

5.8 kG

264
4.11 m

4.30 m

3.5 kA

465 kJ

8 cm

12 cm

< 4.5 K

160
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Regular quadrupole gradient

Peak current in quadrupole

Stored energy/quadrupole

Quadrupole length magnetic

physical

CRYOGENIC SYSTEM

Total heat load at 4.5 K

Total refrigeration capacity

Fover requirement of compressors

Total liquid helium

INJECTION
AGS energy

Number protons/AGS pulse (11 bunches)

ACS emittance e. • €

Longitudinal phase space per bunch, A

ISA current/ring

Number protons/ring

Number AGS pulses stacked/ring

Stacked beam size

Momentum spread (with tail)

rf frequency,stacking system

rf voltage

Impedance tolerance Z/n

Tune spread

ACCELERATION

Duration

rf frequency (h * 2)

Energy gain/turn

Peak rf voltage

Total rf power

Momentum spread at 200 GeV

Maximum momentum spread, bunched

LUMINOSITY

Standard insertion, 200 GeV

Low-g insertion, 200 GeV

High luminosity insertion, 200 GeV

6.64 kC/cm

1 kA

30 kj

1.16 m

1.30 m

26 kW

8 x 3.7 (30) kW

12.4 MH

100 000 liter

28.5 GeV

2.5 x 10 1 2

0.4n 10 m-rad

0.36 eV«sec

10 A

6.2 x 10 1 4

=- 250

2.0 cm x 0.9 cm

0.7 (1.0) %

4.45 MHz

12 kV

< 80 fl
£ 0.02

3 min

202 kHz

12.5 kV

40 kV

1.24 MH

< 0.45 %

1.6 7.

2.6 x 1032 cm"2sec"1

5.3 x 10 3 2 cm*2sec"X

1033 cm'-sec"1
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VI. COST ESTIMATE AND SCHEDULE

The cost estimate presented in this section was prepared following

the pattern used in assembling the May 1974 estimate. In each major area

our experts reviewed and updated the design, drawing on advice from the

broadest possible base. Wherever feasible industry sources were used to

provide cost figures to insure as current-as-posslble estimates.

Each component group provided equipment costs, personnel require-

ments and a time estimate. From the personnel figures submitted, we

separated assembly and test forces and costed them with the component.

All other personnel were costed in the Engineering Design Inspection and

Administration (EDIA) category. Thus, it is estimated that ISABELLE will

require about 1350 man years of effort through completion.

The Architect-Engineer-Management (AEM) cost was estimated at 20%

of the facilities cost.

We have included contingency against the estimate as follows:

Accelerator

Facilities

EDIA

AEM

Systems 25%

157.

257.

20%

This estimate is in 1975 dollars. Escalation in these times is

weighted, guesses based on our own experience and as well as commercial

sources. The percentages are FY 1975 to FY 1977 - 17%%; subsequent

years - 57..

It is estimated that the cost to operate the ISA, experimental halls

and perform the initial experiments will be $17,000,000 the firpt year.

This includes 347 man years of direct scientific and technical personnel,

$180,000 for one charge of liquid helium, $2,800,000 for electrical power,

and supporting services amounting to $1,600,000. This cost also includes

approximately $1,200,000 for personnel Involved in the development of ex-

perimental set-ups.

A preliminary estimate has been made for capital equipment funds

amounting to $7,000,000 in FY 1981 for equipment required for the first
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experiments at the ISA. In addition, much of the auxiliary equipment

vould be supplied from the ongoing AGS program. An estimate of

$10,000,000 is projected for experimental equipment in FY 1982.

Target dates for the ISA Project have been set as follows:

October 1976 Start Preliminary Design (Project Authorized)

October 1976 Start Detailed Design of Buildings

January 1977 Start Detailed Design

January 1977 Start Procurement of Critical Building Components

April 1977 Start Procurement of Critical Accelerator Components

January 1977 Start Clearing of Site an* Magnet Tunnel

January 1979 Beneficial Use of First Buildings and Start Installation
of Accelerator System

October 1981 Assembly of Accelerator Completed Ready to Start Beam
Injection and Test

June 1982 Complete Construction - Accelerator ready for HEP

The schedule assumes that funds for Construction Planning and Design

will be allocated in advance of project authorization.
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TABLE VI. Summary of Preliminary Cost Estimate (in $1000)

System

A. Accelerator Systems

I. Injection System

II. Main Magnet System

III. Magnet Power Supply

IV. Vacuum System

V. RF System

VI. Correction Coil System

VII. Refrigeration System

VIII. Central Control System

B. Special Equipment

C. Facilities

I, Land Improvements

II. Magnet Enclosure

III. Beam Injection Tunnel

IV. Research Halls - (8)
V. Compressor House

VI. Refrigerator Houses - (8)

VII. Support Buildings - (19)

VIII. Central Control and Service Building

EC. Yard Tray, Piping & Gas Storage Yard

X. Utilities

3,605

46,244

1,902

6,692

4,374

851

16,894

3,540

120

846

5,247

890

7,957

1,057

1,201

1,503

1,851

486

2,934

Totals

84,102

120

23,972

D. AEM <@ 20%) 4,794

E. Engineering, Design, Inspection, Administra-
tive

Subtotal

F. Contingency - Facilities @ 15%;
Accelerator Systems & EDIA @ 25%;
AEM @ 20% 29,700

Subtotal 160,100

G. E s c a l a t i o n - Fi 1975 to F/ 1977 - 17%'/.,
thereaf ter 5% per year 31.900

TOTAL ESTIMATE 192,000
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VII. FUTURE OPTIONS

A number of options have been investigated which could be added to

the basic ISA at a later stage. The most attractive, from Che standpoint

of physics research, would be the addition of a facility for ep colli-
78 7Q

sions. ' Electrons would first be accelerated to 4 GeV in the AGS. They

would then be accelerated to 15 GeV in an additional ring, providing high

center-of-mass energies for ep collisions (/*s * 109 GeV). The electron

ring, with room temperature magnets, would fit in the ISA tunnel and be

placed on top of one of the proton rings. It could be run Independently

as an electron storage ring (for testing, etc.) or in combination with

one of the proton rings. At the location of the proton Interaction

regions the electron ring would bend in and out in order to minimize the

interference with the experimental equipment in these areas. For e-p

collisions the electron beam would be brought down to the plane of the

proton rings. The e-p interaction region would be very similar to that

described for p-p collisions, employing small angle horizontal crossing.

With an available power of 6 MW in the electron ring rf system, a lurai-
31 -2 -1

nosity of 2 x 10 cm sec seems feasible at 15 GeV electron energy.

Taking advantage of the available rf power and going to larger electron

currents at lover electron energies, higher luminosities can be reached.
32 -2 -1

Luminosities in the 10 cm 'sec region seem quite possible for electron

energies up to 8 GeV.

Special care was taken in the design of the basic ISA so as not to

preclude the deuceron and antiproton options. Acceleration and storage

of deuterons should not present any particular problems and would make

it possible to study proton-neutron and neutron-neutron interactions
32 -2 «"1

with luminosities above 10 cm sec . The antiproton option involves
81

a comparatively simple modification of the basic ISA. A promising

scheme involves the fact ejection from one ring of the bunched 200 GeV

proton beam which would be focused onto an external target where antipro-

ton bunches of 30 GeV would be produced. These bunches would be injected

into the second ring and fill directly the buckets of an added 10 har-

monic low power acceleration rf system. Due to the large acceptance of

the ISA ring and the strongly forward peaking of the p production, it would



be possible to collect almost all antiprotons produced within a 2.57. roo-
29 -2 -1

menturn bite, leading to calculated luminosities of about 10 — —
cm sec
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